Sentence Circles — Use one word from each circle to create four sentences for each group of circles. Use your own paper (or other writing surface) to write sentences. The first sentence is “Unicorns do not exist.”

Basic

Unicorns
Salt  Won’t
Kids  do
don’t  come

Salt  Won’t
Kids  do
don’t  come

Nothing
Cans  His
Autumn  isn’t
glasses  can’t

Cans  His
Autumn  isn’t
glasses  can’t

Alaska
It  The
That  is
never

It  The
That  is
never

Columbus
Can’t  The
Our  didn’t
win

Can’t  The
Our  didn’t
win

Bobcats
China  Not
He  everybody
everybody
don’t
aren’t

China  Not
He  everybody
doesn’t
aren’t

Negation